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AN EXPER1MEN6AL DETERMINATION 
OF THE K0

1 
- K 2 MASS DIFFERENCE 

Robert Peter Matsen 

Lawrence Radiation-Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

May 22, 1961 

ABSTRACT 

A 1.1-Bev/c TT beam, focused on a large hydrogen target, pro= 

duces a beam of KO mesons and is then swept aside. The long-lived 

K0
2 component of those K0 1 s emitted in the forward direction ulti

mately strikes a 6-inch iron plate placed in a 30-inch propane bubble 

chamber. The bubble chamber is situated some 23 feet downstr.eam,_. 

from the hydrogen target. The K0
2 beam interacts with,the iron nuclei 

of the plate to regenerate approximately 100 K~ mesons. These are 

detected in the propane behind the plate by their characteristic 

K~ - TT + + TT decay mode. A study of the K~ angular distribution--in 

particular, the unscattered or coherent events as compared with the 

scattered events~-yields information on the K~ - K0
2 mass difference, 

In order to obtain quantitative results, a theoretical description of the 

K0
1 angular distribution, including both interference and multiple 

scattering, is constructed, The K~ regeneration and K0
2 scattering 

amplitudes necessary for this computation are derived from optical

model calculations, where the unknown K 0 and K0 optical potentials have 

been replaced by their charge -independent counterparts, the experi-
+ -mentally known K and K potentials, A substantial coherent peak 

is observed and indicates with odds of 600 to 1 that o < 1.6; o is the 

mass difference measured in units of 1i/r
1

. = 6.58Xlo- 6 ev, ~ecause 
of the lack of precise experimental information on the K0 and K0 optical

model potentials, the possibility of zero mass difference·~-although it 

appears unlikely--cannot be ruled out by this experiment, The most 

b bl 1 . c -- 0 74+0. 28 -pro a eva ue 1s u • _
0

. 23 
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INTRODUCTION 

The classification scheme for strongly interacting particles 

introd.ucedin. dependently by Gell-Ma~n and Nishijima
1 

classifies. the 

K mesons as .an isotopic doublet(~~) (i.e. , except for their charge, 

the K+ .and K0 have identical strong interactions). The .doublet has the 

strangeness quantum number S = + 1.· Each of these K mesons has an 

antiparticle which possesses opposite quantum numbers. These are 

h . K I • h s 1 1 (KQ) K t e ant1- -mesons _w1t strageness . = - , name y K- . mesons 

and anti-K mesons are commonly grouped together as just K mesons. 

Thus there are two distinct neutral K mesons, the K0 and its anti

particle, the K0 . In this scheme, the strong interactions conserve 

strangeness, 

The structure for the weak interactions by which the K particles 

decay is different. Here strangeness is not conserved, Gell-Mann 

.and Pais have discussed the decay of the neutral K mesons on the 

assumptions that the K
0 

and K
0 

are particle and antiparticle, and that 

the weak interactions are invariant under charge conjugation (C). 
2 

Then, instead of J K0 ) and I K0 ) , which are eigenstates of strange

ness, the important states for the weak interactions are the eigenstates 

of charge conjugation, 

(la) 

Note that I K0
1 ) is even and I K0

2 J is odd under charge conjugation. 

Since the weak interactions are assumed to be invariant under C, the 

final state of the K~ decay must be even and the final state of K~ decay 

must be odd under the operation of C. Thus certain final states, such 
+ -as ( Tr + Tr ), which is an eigenstate of C, are decay modes for only one 

of the states, I K~ )or ~K~ )· For this reason the K~ and K~ 
are expected to have different decay rates and minutely different rest 

masses . 
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Since a particle must have. a unique lifetime, the K~ and K
0
2 

may be called particles, but the K0 and K0 must be called particle 

mixtures. In order to describe neutral K·~meson decay, we write 

(1 b) 

with the interpretation that half of the t-ime the K0 decays as a K~ 
with a lifetime T 

1 
and h~lf of the time it decays with a lifetime T 2 . 

This has been experimentally verified: 3 - .. 

Since the publication of the paper by Gell-Mann and Pais, the 

assumption that weak interactions are invariant under C has been 
4 

disproved. However, it is still quite possible that the weak interactions 

are invariant under the operation (CP) of parity and charge conjugation 

together, Under the reduced symmetry oi CP invariance the results 

of Cell-Mann .and Pais remain unchanged, 
5 

In their proof, one need 

only replace the words "charge conjugation" (C) by "parity and charge 

conjugation together" (CP) (see Appendix). Lee, Oehme, and Yang 

have shown that even if CP is not conserved in weak interactions, the 

neutral K system may still be .described by two states, each exhibiting 

a definite lifetime and mass. 
6 

In this case, however, the two states 

are not orthogonal and consequently both may decay by the two-pion 

mode with different probabilities, Thus these states must be identified 

by their distinct lifetimes rather than by a unique mode of decay as in 

the case of CP invariance in which the two~pion decay mode is ascribed 

to the K~ alone. Fortunately from the point of view of our analysis 

on the mass difference, CP is at most, only weakly violated, because 

of the large disparity in the K~ and K0
2 lifetimes. 

6
• 

7 
Thus, for 

simplicity, we assume CP invariance in the remainder of the dis~ 

cussion. 
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In order to test the particle mixture hypothesis, Pais and 

Piccioni suggested the following experiment. 8 K0 1 s are produced on 

a primary target, say by the reaction n- + p- A + K0 . The K0 1 s 
. - . . 0 

travel through space until the K 
1 

component has decayed away and 

only a K
0
2 component remains. This K0

2 
component then strikes 

a secondary targeL Among the strong interactions that occur within 

the secondary target, reaction channels for hyperon production (for 
0 + 0 - + example, K + p - A + n , K + n - I: + TT ) are open to the 

0 0 negative-strangeness K part of the K 2 but' are closed to the positive-

strangeness K0 part .. This type of hyperon producti~n from long-

iived K0
2 mesons has been observed by a number of investigators, 

thereby lending considerable support to th~ particle-mixture theory. 9 

Because of the greater absorption of the K0 part of the K0
2 , the 

neutral K beam emerging from the secondary target will have more 

K
0 

than K0 part, so that K~ 1 s will again appear, this time after 
0 the secondary target. We shall call this the regenerated K 1 beam. 

0 . 10 
Case points out that the yield. of secondary K 

1
1 s will be small, 

a· o 
since the mean free path for producing K 

1 
from K 2 is much larger 

. 0 . 0 
than the mean free path for K 

1 
decay. Thus the K 1 particle~ decay 

rapidly enough to prevent a large build-up of the regenerated K 1 wave, 

M. L. Good has pointed out that the Pais-Piccioni experiment 

provides a method for measuring the K~ - K~ mass differenceo ll 

He shows that a K~ wave arises in the forward .direction from the 

coherent addition of the scattering amplitudes from all nuclei in the 

secondary target, When the intensity of this coherent or unscattered 

K~ wave is compared with the intensity of the scattered K~ wave, the 

result. is sensitive to the K~ ·~ K~ mass difference, provided it is 

of the order of magnitude of 11/ r
1 

= 6.58Xl0- 6 evo 
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A prediction of the, regenerated K~ angular distribution depends 

upon kno~ledge of the KO and KO scattering amplitudes from iron nuclei. 

These are specified by optical-model calculations which, in the spirit 

of charge independence, use K+ and K- optical potentials instead of 

the experimentally unknown ~and K0 potentials .. Once the K~ 
amplitude from a si,ngle nucleus is known,. the K~ coherent wave can 

) . 
be computed. It is this coherent wave which is .sensitive to the difference 

in natural frequencies (L e., mass) of the K~ .and K0
2. Finally, we 

must consider the effect of multiple scattering. Since the angular 

distributions of single scatterings may be closely approximated by 

Gaussian distributions which have a simple law of combination, an 

easy method is available to calculate.the K~ multiple-scattering dis

tribution from the angular distribution for each individual scatteringo 

The experiment presented here is designed along the lines 

suggested above. A 1T- beamstrikes a hydrogen target and produces 

K0 1 so The charged particles .are swept out of the way by a magnetic field 

. and the remaining neutral beam, including K0
2 particles, strikes a 6-

inch stainless steel plate placed in a 3Q·.o,·inch propane bubble chamber. 

The K~ particles regenerated by the interaction of the K~ particles 

with the nuclei in the plate are observed in the region of the bubble 

chamber behind the .plate by their characteristic two-pion decayo The 
0 shape of the K 
1 

angular distribution then determines the value of the 

mass differenceo 

'•' 
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THEORY 

·The theory necessary to predict the angular distribution of the 

regenerated K~ 1 s and to fix a value for the mass difference Jrom this 

experiment is developed in this section. 

Since strangeness is conserved in the strong interactions, the 

interactions with the iron nuclei of the plate must be described in terms 
0 - -

of K and K
0 
.. If the scattering amplitudes for K0 

and K0 inter-

acting with an iron nucleus are f(e) and f(e), respectively, then the 

scattering amplitude for a K: incident upon an iron nucleus is 

Jz (£(e) 1 K0
) - I(e>IR

0
) > = } (£(e) - T(e))~· IK.~) 

+ 4 (£(e)+ T<ed K~). 
I 

Thus the amplitude for a K~ to regenerate a K~ upon scattering is 

£21 (e) = -} (£(e) ~ T (e) ) , and the amplitude for a K~ to remain a K~ 
upon scattering is £22 (9) :: i (f(e) +£(e) ) . Similar considerations for 

an incident K~ show that the scattering amplitude £11 (e) for a K~ 
to remain a K

1
0 upon scattering is identical with___!zz(e). This is be-

0 o o· 
cause both Kf and K 2 are half K and half K . 

'A, Optical-Model Calculations 

The amplitudes £(e) and . f(e) are computed by the optical

modebmethod. 
12 

First consider the case of the K0 for which there is 

a potential V(r) inside the iron nucleus. 

information .available on the K0 nuclear 

Since there is no experimental 

potential, we assume, accord., 

ing to charge independence, that it is the same as the K+ nuclear po-

tential, recently measured in emulsions by Sechi-Zorn and Zorn. 

They fit their data to a. Woods and Saxon potential
14 

of the type 

13 

. V(r) = (v + iw)/[l + exp (~)1 where r "' Ll5A113xl0- 13 em and 
-13 .o 

d = 0, 57 X 10 em .. The values of v and w are found in Table L 
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In the sarreway £(8) is obtained when the K 0 potential is re

placed by the highly absorptive K- potential. In the absence of experi

mental information on the K- nuclear potential, we assume that it is 

entirely absorptive and is determined by an average K- -nucleon total 

cross section of 33.6 ±<} mb, which has been computed from the K-

nucleon total cross sections by Chamberlain, Keefe, Kerth, Lemonick, 

Maung, and Zip£. 15 The resulting K0 potentials are given in Table I. 

The scattering amplitudes f 21 (8) and f 22 (8) for a Kf mo

mentum of 670 Mev/c ;are shown in Fig. 1. Since the potentials for 

K
0 

and K 0 are highly absorptive, the resulting cross sections 

lf21 (8) 1
2 

and j f 22 (8) 1 2 
have a diffraction shape determined by the size 

of the iron nucleus and the de Broglie wave length of the Kf meson. 

The differential cross sections lf21 (8)j
2 

and jf22 (8) 12 
are shown in 

Fig. 2. The elastic, inelastic, and hence total cross sections are also 

obtained from the optical-model calculations. They may be found in 

Table I. 

B. Coherent Regeneration 

K2 regeneration falls into two categories, namely, elastic 

and inelastic. Inelastic K~ regeneration results from the inelastic 

collision of a K~ with the iron nucleus, such as a collision with an 
0 individual nucleon in the nucleus. These K
1 

1 s have a lower energy 

than the incident beam. They are expected to be few in number and 

have a broad angular distribution when compared with elastic K2 

regeneration. We neglect inelastic K~ regeneration in the remainder 

of this section. 

Elastic regeneration leaves the internal state of the nucleus 

unchanged. A pure Kf beam of intensity 1 K~ per em 
2 

incident upon 

a plate with n iron nuclei and of thickness dx yields the elastic K~ 
amplitude 
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Fig. 1. Optical-model amplitudes for set No. 2 
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2. The differential cross sections for K~ 
regeneration and K02 scattering as de
termined from set No. 2 of Table I. The 
dashed curves are Gaussian approximations 
to the differential cross sections. The 
parameters that determine the size and the 
shape of the Gaussians are defined by Eq. (12) 
and are given in Table II. 
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Table L Table of optical-model potentials and resulting integrated cross sections. 

i !J.! 2 
.is the strength of the coherent K~ regeneration for 6-inch iron plate (see Eq .. 7). The 

first three sets are used in the mass difference analysis; the last three are used to test the 

sensitivity ofthe mass difference to small changes in the optical-model parameters (see Fig. 6). 

Set p v - - ?" 21. 0"22el 0" 22Tot 2 w v w 

- (Mev/c) 1Mev) {Mev) (Mev} {Mev) (a K_) (mbY (mb) (mb) __ld 
1 565 18.5±3.6 ,.17.4±2.0 0 -33.5 (33.6 mb) 16.3 311 899 0.00096 

2 670 13.5±5.0 -17.6 ± 205 0 -35.8 (33.6 mb) 12.4 281 865 0.00108 

3 775 13.5 ±5.0 -17.6±2.5 0 -37.6 (33.6 mb) .14. 9 272 842 0.00173 

4 6,70 13.5 ±5.0, -17.6±2.5 0 -26.7 ·(25mb) 8.6 243 794 0.00074 

5 670 13.5 ±5.0 :..17.6 ±2.5 0 -42.7 (40mb) 16.0 303 906 0.00141 

6 670 13.5 ±5.0 -17.6±2.5 -15.0 -35.8 (33.6 mb) 25.8 289 886 0.00231 

G 
...... 
~ 



n ikr. L _f_2_1 (--~-.) _e __ J 

j = l 

and the K~ intensity scattered into the solid angle dQ is 

ikr. 
J 

2 

It r. 
J 

2 
r dQ. 

j = 1 

Because the nuclei are randomly distributed in the plate the noiiforward 

scattering amplitudes from the individual nuclei add incoherently so that 

the intensity from 1 crn
2 

of the plate is 

1 
s 

n 

L 
j:::l 

ikr. 
f21(8)e J 

r. 
J 

2 

{2) 

where N is the number of nuclei per em 
3 
and S is the area of the plate 

in cm
2

. Thus these nonforward K~ 1 s exhibit the diffraction-shaped 

angular distribution of r f21 (8) f 2 
0 

The result is different for the forward direction. In this case 

the amplitudes from the nuclei in dx add coherently. If K~ decay is 

neglected the K~ amplitude at P is (see Fig. 3) 

n ikr. I _f_2_l <_e_~_i• __ J_ 21Tpdp Ndx: (3) 

j = 1 

In order to make the integral converge we put in a damping factor and 

let it tend to zero after the integration has been performed: 
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p 

Fig. 3. Coherent regeneration from an element 
dx of the plate. 
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211 Ndx Lim 
b-0 

00 £21 ( 8) e(ik- b 2) ;~z;~-i 
pdp 

= 2 11 Ndx Lim 
b-0 

0 I -2 ·z 
L +p 

;- ---

£21(0) e(ik-b2)/ L2+p2 

ik-b
2 

100 
I 1 

! -ik-b2 
.J 

df 21 (8) 

ae 

ikL 
i 2 n N f 

21 
( 0) dx e 

= ----------~k---------- = iN>-.. £
21 

(0) dx eikL . 

d£21(0) 
Note that the integral involving dG vanishes as L approaches 

(3a) 

infinity. The net result is tnat from a segment dx located in a thick 

plate the incident I<~ wave
1 

feeds the forward K~ wave by increasing 

its amplitude by an amount iN>-.. f 21 ( 0) d~. These K~'s show up 

strikingly in the .:mgular distribution by appearing in the forward di-

rection, and 

regenerated 

the co he rent 

frorn. now on will be known as th.e coherent or plate
() 

K
1 

wave. Contrary to ordinary scattering processes, 

Kp wave.is easy to recognize, since there is no K~ wave 

incident upon the plate to interfere with it. This rather unique situation 

open_s up a way to' measure the K~ -K~ mass difference. A more 
16 

rigorous derivation of this type of forward coherent wave is given by Lax. 
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The relativistic energy relations for the K~ and K~ are 

(ii w . ) 
2 

= ("lick.) 
2 + (m. c

2
) 
2

, 
1 1 1 for i "' 1, 2, 

and, to first order, 

In the case of the coherent wave the momentum iiAk = ii(k
2 
-k

1
) , 

which is transferred to the nucleus because of the small Kf-K2 mass 

difference, is also smalL Consequently, the energy 
2 

(iic.6.k) 2 = ii(w 2-w 1) transferred to the nucleus becomes negligible 
2MN c uc 

-
when compared with iic.6.k. Indeed, such a small amount of energy 

will not be taken up by the nucleus itself, since it is, relatively 

speaking, strongly bound to the other atoms in the plate. Instead, 

the entire plate recoils and the corresponding energy transfer is 

f 
-23 . 

smaller by a actor of approximately 10 than the one g1ven above. 

Thus we are justified in setting 

2 
(ml-m2)c2 

2 

k2 - kl = 
m

1
c (m

1
-m2)c 

1 0 (4) 
"lick iic = ii/ T l {3yc Tl = -x ' 

where {3c is the velocity and y is the Lorentz factor for the neutral 

K particle, Jl = {3ycr 
1 

::::4 em is the mean free path for decay of the 

K~, whichhas a lifetime r
1 

= 10-lO sec, and o is the mass dif~ 
ference measured in units of ii/ T 

1 
. 

' 0 0 
If we now include the phases of the K

2 
and K

1 
waves and 

0 0 also the effects of K
1 

decay, then the coherent K
1 

wave coming from 

an element dy located at y and reaching the end of a plate of length 

L is 
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= fl expl (i6+1/Z}y/A] d.l exp(-L/ZA-L/Zu} exp(i k
1 

L}, (5) 

wil.ere p =iNA\ f 21 (0} and u:::: 1/Na11 t t = 1/No72 t is the mean 
0 0 o 0 ~ to 

free patn for both K
1 

and K
2 

interactions. K
2 

decay is neglected 

because its decay lengL1. (26.4 meters} is long compared with L. The 

conerent wave from L1.e entire plate is 

L 

a)(L} = 1.1 exp(-L/2u-L/2A}exp(ikL}; expl (i6 + l/2}y/A] 

0 

dy 
-r 

io£ -£/2 . 
::c!J. e e exp(-L/2fJ.)exp(ik L}, (6) 

io+l/2 
1 

wheref=L/AisthethicknessoftheplatemeasuredinK~ mean lives. The 

derivation neglects tae regeneration of K~ 1 s from the regenerated 

K~ 1 s, as will all suosequent calculations, since t11.e number of K~ 1 s 

is always less tnan 1% of L1e number of K~ 1 s. The intensity for the 

unscattered or co11.erent K~ particles is 

I i&£ -Q/2( 2 
e -e = 

a result originally derived o>' M. L. Good, 
11 

using n1.ore general 

methods. 

, (7) 

•' 
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C. Single Scattering 

There are several contributions to the K~ amplitude 

a 1 {L, x ,8) emerging at an angle e from a plate of thickness L and 

produced in an element dx at a depth x. By the time the beam has 

reached x it ·is no longer pure Kg, but also has accumulated a K~ 
amplitude equal to a

0
(x). This K~ wave scatters with an amplitude 

f
11 

(8) ::: f 22 (8). On the other hand, the incident Kg wave can either 

regenerate a K~ wave of amplitude f
21 

(8) or elasticaily scatter with 

an amplitude f 22 (8). Even after scattering, a coherent K~ wave con

tinues to build up along the elastically scattered Kg wave front. Com~ 
bining these K~ amplitudes with their correct spatial dependences yields 

c X 

a 1 (L, x, 0) = {~~ j 'Jl exp(ik2y) exp[ (ik 1- zl ) (x"y)] )f22 (0) 

0 

L 

+ rzz!O) ~ j. 
X 

+ exP(ik2x) £21 (0~ exp[ (ik1 -1/ZJ\)(L-x)] 

{¥ exp(ik
2

y) exp[ (ik
1
-1/2A) (L-y)~e -L/Zu 

[

.. i61 -1/2 
e e -e 

::: f22( )f.!--.,.-. ----
i6 + 1/2 

f (e) (io+1/2) x/.A -1/2] -L/2u ('k L) + 
21 

e e e exp 1 1 . 

(8) 

Notice that the term involving coherent scattering (i. e. , f.!) is in

depe~dent of the depth of scattering, as a result of the relation f 11 (8) 

= f22(e). 

Because the nuclei are randomly distributed in the plate, the 

non-forward scattering amplitudes from individual nuclei add inco

herently. Therefore, the intensity of K~ undergoing one collision and 

emerging from the plate is 
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. -i. -L u I 2 ~ +A f 21 {8)1 {1-e ) N e / dO. {9) 

The path length of the scattered particles is assumed to be the same as 

the path length L of unscattered particles. This is a good approximation 

for the small scattering angles of this problem .. The first term of 

1
1 

(8) is the intensity of coherently regenerated K~ 1 s that have scattered 

once. Since coherent regeneration arises from the combined effects of 

all nuclei in the plate, o belongs in this term, where the phase between 

regeneration at different points is importanL On the other hand, the 

last term is the intensity from regeneration by single': collisions and 

therefore is independent of o. Finally,_ the middle term arises from 

an interference of the two types of regeneration, If we could neglect 

coherent regeneration as is done by Good, uthen only the last term of 

1
1 

(8) would occur and the ratio of unscattered to scattered K~ 1 s at 

8 = 0 would be independent of any scattering amplitude, yet still depend 
0 0 upon the K
1 

- K 2 mass difference. However, since 1
1 

(8) also includes 

coherent regeneration, the ratio 1
0
/1

1 
(8==0) does depend upon the scat

tering amplitudes f
21 

and f
22 

.. Even so, an approximate knowledge of; 

these amplitudes is sufficient to yield a reliable value of the mass di£~ .

ference from the experiment because of the weak and ineffective way 

in which they enter into the analysis, 
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Do Multiple Scattering 

In general, double and higher-order collisions also occur. The 

resultant angular distribution of two or more collisions is obtained by 

folding together the angular distributions for each collision. Usually 

this is a difficult and tedious task; however,, the optical-model angular 

distributions I f 21 (8) 1
2

, I f 22(e)]
2

, etc. may be closely approximated 

by Gaussian distributions (see Fig. 2), and therefore are easily combined. 
2 2 2 2 

If A exp(-8 1 /2a ) and B exp(-8 2 /2b ) represent two angular distri-

butions, then the folded angular distribution is 

3fe 2 2 2 2 AB) exp [ -(0 1 /2a +02 /Zb )] 

(10) 

with the approximation that dn = d(cos O)dcp :::: e de dcp, valid in our 

case because of the small ,angles ;involved in the angular distributions" 

Since the folded distribution is again Gaussian, the process may be 

applied repeatedly to fold together any desired number of angular dis

tributions" Integration of a Gaussian angular distribution yields a cross 

section 

(j :: 
a 

] A exp(-0
2
jza

2
) OdO d$ = 2n A a

2 

0 

If we let 

I 1

2 
2 2 

£21 ( 8) = A exp(-8 /2a ), I 1

2 2 2 
£22 (8) = B exp (-8 /2b ), 

g{8) = Re(f
21 

(8) f
22

*(8))= C exp(-eo/2c
2

), h(8) = Im(f21 (8)f22 *(e)) 

= D exp(-8
2
/2d2) 

>:< 2 2 
Re(2flf

22
( 8)f

21 
(8))= E exp(-8 /2e ), 

(11) 

(12) 



Table II. The quantities A, B, C, D, and E represent the cross sections 

and interference terms at zero degrees 

Parameters for Gaussian fits to the optical model differential cross sections and interference 

terms (see Eq. 12) for Sets 1, 2, and 3 of Table I. 

Set p A a2 B b2 c c2 D d2 E 2 e 
(Mev/c)(mb/sr) (mb/sr) (mb/sr) (mb/sr) (mb/sr) 

-----

1 565 259 0.0100 4350 0.0115 -194 0.0055 1020 0.0100 ·-61.2 0"0100 

2 670 282 0.0070 5540 0.0080 -568 0.0065 1116 0.0070 -78.6 0.0070 

3 775 430 0.0055 7200 " 0.0060 -910 0.0045 1580 0.0055 -150.0 0.0050 

~ ·~ <C ,-

i 
N ,_. 
I 
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(see Table II} with the corresponding cross sections a a' a b'a c, ad'. and 

a e' then 11 (8} becomes 

u 1
2 

1 2 2 . 1 2 2 
I 1 (8}=[Jf.L (NLah}bY exp(-8 /2b} cj>(1,&} + (NAae>;r exp(~8 /2e }cj>(1,&} 

1 2/ 2 -1 J -L I u + (NAaa} 7 exp(-8 2a ) (1-e ) e d(cos8), 

( 13) 

and 1
0 

remains unchanged. 

The Kl
0 

amplitude a2(L, xl' x2, 81' 82) for two collisions at xl 

and x 2 (see Fig. 4) in the. plate is comprised of three parts: 

1. First there is the K~ coherent amplitude. Except that there 

is one more scattering with an amplitude f
22

, this term is the same as 

the single-scattering case and is again independent of the depths x
1 

and 

x 2 of scattering, 

2, Then there is K~ regeneration at x
0 

with an amplitude 

f 21 (8 
1 

), and the subsequent scattering of the K
1 

at x
2 

with an amplitude 

fll <8 2> = f22< 8 2>· 
3, Finally, the incident K~ can scatter at x

1 
with an amplitude 

f 22 (8 1), This scattered K~ wave then regenerates K~~ s a:t x 2 with 

an amplitude f2l (8 2), 

When, as before, K~ regeneration from K~ is neglected and the cor

rect spatial dependence is inserted, the sum of these three separate 

amplitudes is the amplitude for two collisions: 

[ 

i61 -1/2 
a 2 ( L' X l ' X 2' 8 l ' 8 2) = fJ. f 2 2 ( 8 1) f 2 2 ( 8 2) ei 6 +- ~ /2 + f 21 ( 8 l) f 2 2 ( 8 2) 

e -l/
2 

•"p[(ili+1/2)X/,11.] + r
22 

(9 
1 
)f

21 
(9 

2
) e-lI 2 exp[ (ib+ 1/2) x

2
j 1 e- L/2u 

exp(ik
1 

L) (14} 
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,~ K 2 

\~ x, 
dx 1 

~ x2 
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\ 

8 \ 2 

MU-23866 

Fig. 4. ·Diagram for_ collisions at x 
1 

and x 
2 

in a 
plate of thickness L. For simplicity, the 
diagram is shown in two, rather than three, 
dimensions. 
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The corresponding K~ intensity from dx
1 

angles dn
1 

and dn
2 

is 

and dx
2 

in the solid 

ll.z., :2, i2 l . 21 1·2 l. 
p. :f22(01)! i£22(02)! <j>(£,o)+)f21(01) if22(02)Jexf.(x/A)e-

i6£ -£12 . I I -£12 .~---~--- expl {-16+l 2)x 1 A] e + f 22 {0 1) 
i6+II2 

i 6 .e . -I. I 2 - .e I 2 . ,:, ,:, 
e - e exp!_{-:-i5+ll2)x21.A] e + 2 Re{£21{01)£22 {Ol)f22{02)izl {02) 

i6 + 112 

. I I . ·I I ) -£} -Liu N
2
dx dx dn dn expl {10 + 1 2) x

1 
A + { -16 + 1 2)x

2 
A] e . e 1 2 1 2 

{ 15) 

If we let exp[ {io + 112) x
1
1A + (-'f6t 1/2) x 21A] =£+ill, then the last 

term becomes 

Re ~(g{0 1 ) +'i h {0
1
)) {g{0 2)- ih(0

2
)) ( s + i '11)\- [g{0

1
)g{0 2) + h{0

1
) h(0 2~s 

+ [g{0
1

)h{0 2 )-g{0 2)h{0 1 )J '11 

Upon substitution of the normal distributions (Eqs. 12) and integration 

over the solid angles, the term multiplying '11 vanishes and Eq. (15) be-

comes 

I!J. J {Nab) <j>{£' 6)exp{-8 l4b )IZb + (Na a)(Nab) [exp(xliA)+ exp(x21A)] 
{ 

2 2 2 2 2 

-£ 2 2 2 1 2 2 
e exp[-8 IZ(a +b )JI(a +b ) 

e - e 
[

i6£ -£12 

+ { N a e) { N a b) Re i 6 + 1/ 2 . (exp[ (-iO + 1/2) xtfAJ + exp[ (-i6+ 1/2)x2/A~ 
-£12 2 2 2 . 2 ·' 

e expl-e IZ(b +e )] I(·) -tc:) 



', ,·. 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2. 2 -i. 
+ l (Na c) exp(-e /4c )/2c + ( Na d) exp(-e /4d )/2d ] e 

2 Re(exp[ (i6+!/2)x/A + (-i&tl/Z)xz/A])} 

-L/u e d(cose)dx
1 
dx

2 
L x 2 

Performing the integral I dx
2
d dx

1 
of this expression over x 1 

x 2 , we obtain the K
1
° angular intensity r

2 
(e) for two scatterings: 

and 

2 2/ 2 I 2 .. -i. (NLab) cj>(£, &)exp(-e 4b ) 4b. + (NAaa) (NLab) (1~e ) 

. 2 2 2 2 2 
expl-e /2(a +b )] /(a +b ) 

2 2 2 2 2 
+(NA a e} (NLab) cj>(i., &) exp[- e /2(b +e )]/(b +e ) 

+(NAa )
2

cj>(i., 6)exp(-e
2 
/4c

2
)/2c

2 
c 

2 2/ 2 / 2} -L/u +(NAa d) cj>( i., &) exp(-e 4d ) 2d e d(cose) . (16) 

Compared with 1
1 

(e), the intensity for a single scattering, the last two 

terms are new, They are due to the interference between regeneration 

at x
1 

and regeneration at x
2

, and hence depend upon &. As a matter 

of fact, notice that only the second term, which is the intensity for re

generation in a single event, is independent of 6, while all the remaining 

terms depend upon & because they involve the interference of the scat

tering amplitudes from two or more nucleL 

Higher-order scatterings are treated in the same way. The 

K
0 

amplitude a (L, xl' . ' . ' X 'e 1' .. 0 'e ) for n scatterings at 
1 n n n 

x 1, · · · , x is 
. n 



_2(, ·-

exp(-L/2u+ik
1 

L), (17) 

where 0 _5. x 1 5._x 2 , 0 .5. x 2 -~ x 3' · · · , 0 _'5-_ x n .S. L. After squaring the 

absolute value of a , substituting in the norrnal distributions, and 
n 

integrating over all angles but one, we get 

212 . l\ n 
expl-0 /212d. + Jn-Z) iJ7ll e-P. \' expl (io+l/Z)x./A + 

2d + (n- Z)b / .I. 1 
1 

'·' 1, J= 1 

n-1 -£/2 \eioP._e-.e;z 
+(Na e)(No b) e . Re L io+ 1/2 

i =rf j 

(-io+l/2) x./A] 
J 

n -

i_.~ expl ( -io+l/ Z)x/ AJJl 
i= 1 



The integration over the x. may be simplified by replacing the operation 
1 

L X 

/

dx rn dx ... 
n n"'l 

0 )0 

Proof 

n 
of this statement requires that the integrand (in our case ''> 1 

exp(x/ A), 
. ...:·____,, 
i:::: 1 

17 0 
etc. ) be symmetric in the xi. Using this result, the K

1 
angular 

intensity for n scatterings is 

2 {. 2 2\ 
2 

(NLab)n- 2 
exp[-8 /2. a +(n-l)b J] 

2 2 +(NAac) (n-2)J cp{l,o) 
a +(n-l)b 

2 2 2 { exp[-8 /22c + (n-2)b J] 
2 2 

2c + (n-2)b 

2 (NLab)n-
2 

2 { 2 2} 
exp[- e /2 2d +(n-2)b ] 

+ (NAa d) (n-2)! cp(l, o) 2 2 
2d + (n- 2)b 

(NLa b)n-1 

+(N.Aa e) (n-1) 1 cp(l, o) 
2 {. 2 2} 

exp[- e /2 e +(n-l)b ] 

e +(n-l)b
2 } 

-L/u ·e d(cos8) 

(18) 

Notice that each term is multiplied by th.e probability 
r 

. (NLab) -L/u 0 0 
·--,--- e . · for r scattering; of the type K

1 
--+ K

1 r! d/ Ko Ko an or 2 - 2 . 



For the 6-inch plate of this experiment, the probabilities for r = 0, 1, 2, 

and 3 scatter~ngs of this type are 0.333, 0.119, 0.021, and 0.003 re

spectively. The other factor in each term (i.e., 1 f.l.l 2
, N.Aa a'(fgAO' c)

2
, 

(NAO"_d) 
2

, and NAO" e) represents the probability for. either coherent 

regeneration, single-collision regeneration, or an interference among 

these types of regeneration. 

The intensity for all possible combinations of collisions is 
00 

I(B) = Lrn(B), 
n=O 

( 19) 

where r
0 

and 1
1 

(8) are given by Eqs. (7) and (13). Integrating over 

th · · 1 bt · th t t 1 b f K
1
° 1 s regenerated e rema1n1ng ang e, we. o a1n. e o a num er o 

from one K~ incident upon the plate: 

(20) 



E. Six-Inch Plate 

We are now ready to apply the foregoing results to the specific 

case of the 6-inch iron plate used in this experiment. The thickness 

of the plate was chosen to detect a mass difference in the neighborhood 

of o = 1. Because events from the coherent or unscattered wave are 

used to determine the mass difference, the best possible thickness of 

the plate is one that maximizes the coherent wave and hence provides 

the most desirable conditions for an experimental determination of the 

conjectured mass difference. Consider the coherent wave and, for the 

time being, neglect the effect of K~ decay .. Equal. increments dx of 

the plate generate infinitesimal K~ amplitudes. These differ by suc

cessively increasing phases given by o X (see Eq. 5), where x is 

the distance from the beginning ofthe plate. For a given o, the maxi

mum resultant amplitude versus thickness of the plate obtains when the 

infinitesimal amplitudes from the beginning (x = 0) and end (x = L) of the 

plate have a phase difference of o ~ = 'IT. For the case of o = 1, 

. L = TIA = (3.14) (4 em) = 5 inches. This result is only slightly modified by 

·1:\~ ~ effects, which suppress the amplitudes from small x. For 

practical purposes, we used a 6-inch plate. Explicitly, the functional 

dependenc·e of the coherent intensity upon o and 1 = k is given by 

<j>(i., o) as defined in Eq. (7). Figure 5 shows <j>(i., o) for three different 

K~ momenta .as applied to the case of the 6-inch plate. It is apparent 

that the dependence of <j> upon o is almost entirely goverened by the 
1 

factor in a .plate as thick as this one. Also notice that 
0 z + 1/4 

<j> ~ 0 above o = 1. 5. Thus, if we expect to see a statistically significant 
0 0 unscattered K
1 

peak above the background of scattered K 1 events, 

then o must be in the range of 0 ~ o ~ 1.5. 
.;...· 
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Fig. 5. <P(J., o) for three different K0
1 

momenta as 
applied to the case of the 6-incn plate. 
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For the purpose of determiningthe effect of various optical

model potentials upon this experiment, let us form the ratio R, of K~ 
in the forward peak (Eq. 7) to the total number of regenerated K~ 1 s 

(Eq. 20): 

2 
I ~I <!>(1, 6) R(o) :: 

/TI !2 2 . 2 ] -1 } NL ab lJ!~I +(NAad) +(NAad) +NAae <j>(1;6)+NAo-a(l-e ) e 

(21) 

This ratio 9 plotted in Fig. 6, makes it quite evident that small changes 

in the optical-model potentials have little effect upon R(6) and, cor

respondingly, little effect upon the mass difference determination. On 

the other hand, there is a marked dependence upon the K~ momentum. 

This presents no problem, since the K~ momentum distribution is 

known experimentally. (See the following section. ) 

It is instructiv'e to look at the relative importance of the various 

terms that contribute to the K~ angular distribution. With this in mind, 

consider Eq, (20) for the case of 6 = 0.8 and a Kf momentum of 

670 Mev/c, In what follows, the numbers in parentheses are the various 

probabilities of K~ regeneration if one K~ is inCident upon the plate. 

The first term includes both the unscattered (0.537X 10-
3

) and the 

scattered (0.231Xl0-
3

) part of the coherent intensity. The second term 

(L945Xl0-
3

) is the intensity of K~' s regenerated in a single collision. 

The third and fourth terms (0. 237 X 10-
3

) represent the interference be

tween the amplitudes from several nuclei for the single-collision type of 
-3 

regeneration. Finally, the last term (-0.825X 10 ) represents the 

destructuve interference between the coherent and single-collision parts 

of the regenerated Kf wave. This interference term considerably 
0 depresses the number of scattered K
1 

1 s for small values of 6, as can 

be seen from Fig. 7, which shows the angular distribution of K~ 1 s for 

several values of 6. For comparison, the angular distribution, neglect

ing both coherent regeneration and multiple scattering, is shown as the 
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6. Ratio R(o) of unscattered K~ events to 
. the total number of K~ events for the dif
ferent sets of Table I. The curvecf 
demonstrate that, although the K 1 mo
mentum is an important factor in the mass 
difference analysis, small changes in the 
optical-model parameters have little effect. 
Set No. 6 falls so closely upon set No. 2 
that it was not plotted. 
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Fig. 7. Angular distribution of the scattered 
K~ 1 s per K 0

2 incident upon the 6 -inch 
iron plate for several cases of the mass 
difference. The curves are wei!Wted 
according to the experimental K 

1 
mo

mentum distribution. Notice that if the 
three curves were normalized to the same 
number of events, they would be rather 
insensitive to o. Thus, information on 
the mass difference cannot be obtained from 
the scattered events by themselves but 
must include the coherent peak events as well. 
The dashed curve, which is independent of 
o, represents the angular distribution if 
both coherent regeneration and multiple 
scattering are neglected. · 

.. 
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dashed curve. This is just the sum of the angular intensities, 
' () 2 -1. -L/u 2 nNA ,f21 ( ) (1-e ) e d cos 8), from the individual nuclei. In= 

eluding the scattering effects of the regeneration process, the relative 

probabilities that a K~, emerging from the plate,. has undergone 

0., 1, 2, or 3 .collisions are 0. 2-57, 0.467, 0. 214, and 0.054 where, as· 

before,. we have set o· = 0,8, 

The theory presents a clear-cut method ofdetermining the mass 

difference from experiment .. The unscattered K~ events (Eq. 7), 

which depend strongly on o through the function cj>(£, 5), are compared 

with the scattered K~ events, which show a much weaker dependence 

upon .. c,, Such a comparison is easily accomplished by forming the ratio 

of events falling within an angular interval wide enough to include all 

. events from the forward peak to the events falling outside this angular 

interval. Clearly, the size of this. angular interval is determin.ed by 

the experimental angular resolution. In the ideal case of infinite angular 

resolution, in which unscattered events can be easily distinguished 

from the scattered events, a ratio such as R(o) (Eq. 21) would be used. 

Considering the angular resolution of this experiment, an evaluation of 

the experimental results is best accomplished by forming the ratio S(o) 

of K? events with 0. 997 < cos 8 < l. 000 to events with 9, 970 <cos 8 < 

0,997. ·We impose the limit cos 8 > 0.970 in order to eliminate large= 

angle background events which are presumed to be inelas;tically re

generated Kf 1 s .and K~ decays. S(o), which is computed by,using 

Eqs. {7),. (13), (18), and (19), is plotted in Fig, 8 for three different 

momenta, It is also plotted for a composite of these momenta as de

termined from the experimental momentum distribution (see the follow

ing section). We are now in. a position to evaluate the experimental 

data, 
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Weighted average 
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Fig. 8. The ratio S(6) of events with 0.997 ~cos () ~ 1.000 
to events with 0. 970 ~cos () ~ 0. 997 for three K~ 
momenta and for a composite of these momenta 
determined from the experimental K~ momentum 
distributions. (Fig. 15.) 

• 
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

A Ll-Bev/c ,.-beam extracted from the Bevatron is focused on 

. a large hydrogen target. The reactions 

0 
1T -+y+y 

Ko- Ko 
2 

generate a beam of long-lived neutral particles consisting of gamma 

rays,. neutrons, and Kf 1 s which are. estimated to be in the ratio of 

40:10:1. The .neutral particles emitted in the forward direction ulti

mately pass through a 30-inch propane bubble chamber
18 

modified 

for this experiment by::the.inclusion of a 6-inch iron (stainless steel) 

plate within the propane. The chamber is placed in a 13..5-kilogauss 

magnetic field. Figure 9 is a photograph of the propane chamber, 

showing the iron plate. After passing through the hydrogen target, the 

charged beam is swept to one side by bending magnets in order to 

separate it from the neutral beam. A diagram of the beam is shown 

in Fig. 10. 

The Bevatron accelerates protons to an energy of 5 .. 3 Bev, The 

internal proton beam then strikes a copper target. The copper target is 

carefully positioned withinthe Bevatron 1 s magnetic field· so that L 1-

Bev/ c ,. - particles produced in the forward direction.are deflected into 

the first quadrupole triplet L
1 

located near the beginning of the Bevatron 

straight section. Briefly, the quadrupoles and magnets are used as 

follows: L 1 focuses the ,. - beam at L
2

, which minimizes the .loss of 

beam by focusing pions from L onto the hydrogen target. The bending 
l 

magnets H
1 

and H 2 counteract the dispersion caused by the Bevatron 1 s 

magnetic field. Thus all momenta accepted by the system are focused 

on an area about 5 inches in .diameter at the center of an 8-inch..,diameter 

60-inch-longhydrogen target. The quadrupole L
3 

constricts the charged 

beam to pass through a hole in the shielding which surrounds the bubble 
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ZN=2804 

Fig. 9. Photograph of a K
0
1 regenerated in the 

6 -inch iron plate. This particular event 
is from the coherent peak and has 
Q = 224 ± 23 Mev, P = 687 ±54 Mev/c, 
and T = 0.68. 
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Fig. 10. floor plan of the beam. L
1

, L 2 , and 

% 
ll'_, 

L 3 are quadrupole focusing magnets, and 
H

1
, H 2 , H3_' C

1
, and c 2 are bending 

magnets. The tlistances of the various pieces 
of apparatus along the beam path are marked 
in inches. 
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chamber. The magnets H
3 

and c
2 

serve as the sweeping magnets . 

. Notice that the bubble chamber was placed 23 feet awq..y from the hydro= 

gen target in order to :provide sufficient room for the charged beam to 

clear the bubble chamber supports. 

Collimators placed in front of L 3 and the hydrogen target 

guarantee that the pion beam is well defined. The magnet C 
1 

is used 

to make small corrections and to maximize the pion flux. Initially, 

the magnet and quadrupole currents were determined by the wire-orbit 

method. Once the TT- beam was obtained, .these current settings were 

refined with the aid of electronic counting techniques. A more detailed 

description of the beam is presented elsewhere. 19 

. The pion momentum of 1.1 Bev/c was chosen to coincide with 

the largest TT- + p-+ A + K 0 cross section known at the time that this 

experiment was designed. It now appears that the largest cross section 

for this process is at a pion momentum of L030 Bev/c. 
20 

'In order to 
0 produce as many K
2 

1 s as possible, a large pion flux is required. Thus, 

as large a pion momentum bite as is compatible with the field strengths 

and linear dimensions of the bending magnets and quadrupoles is also 

required. These limitations dictated a pion momentum spread of ±5%. 

Photographs of the propane chamber were taken for 82,000 
. 10 

Bevatron pulses. On the average, each Bevatron pulse had 8.8X 10 

protons, which produced lAX 10
6 

pions on the 60-inch hydrogen target. 

These pions in turn produced 9.2 K01 s or 4.6 K~' s :within the. solid angle, 

7.6Xl0-
4 

sr, subtended by the 6-inchiron plate. However, only 1.22 
o, 0 0 

K 2 s reach the plate, because of K 2 decay and absorption. The K 2 
1 s 

are absorbed by a 4-inch lead plate .placed in front of the magnet H4 
and used to convert high-energy gamma rays into electron pairs. The 

magnet H 4 then sweeps the pairs aside. This gamma-ray c;:nnveTter 

maintains electron=pair background within the bubble chamber at a 

manageable leveL A precise knowledge of these particle fluxes, for 

which the error is in the neighborhood of 20%, is unnecessary for this 

experiment, since the mass difference is determined from the K~ 
angular distribution alone and is therefore independent of the total K? 

intensity. 

\ 
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For purposes of making a comparison with the experimental 

momentum distribution, a prediction of the expected momentum distri

bution of K~ 1 s regenerated in the plate is desirable. Since an iron 

nucleus absorbs very little energy at angles typical of the K~ regeneration 

process, the K 1° momentum distribution is essentially the same as that 

for K~ 1 s striking the iron plate. The K~ momentum distribution is 

primarily governed by the TT momentum spectrum and the momentum

dependent cross sections for K
0 

production ... The momentum dependence 

of the solid angle transformation from the center-of-mass system to 
0 laboratory system and of K 2 decay affect the distribution in a weaker 

way. Although the central pion momentum of 1.1 Bevl c was accurately 

. determined, no experimental determination was made of the pion mo

mentum distribution. We assume that it had a Gaussian shape witha 

standard deviation of 55 Mevlc corresponding to the designed spread 

of ± 5o/o. The momentum dependence of the differential cross sections 
- A+ KO . 20 

for Ti + p -+EO+ KO 1s assumed to vary as the total cross sections 

shown. in Fig. 11; that is, the angular distributions are assumed to re

main constant over our TT momentum range. Inclusion of all of these 

factors results in the. distribution shown in Fig. 15, where it is compared 

with the experimental distribution. Any momentum dependence for K~ 
regeneration in the plate or for K~ absorption in the 4-inch lead absorber 

has been neglected, since it is neither well known nor expected to ex- , 

hibit a strong momentum dependence. Although these omissions and our 

inadequate knowledge of the pion spectrum are necessarily reflected 

in the calculated K~ spectrum, a basis for comparison with experiment 

has been provided. K~ 1 s produced by inelastic collisions within the 

iron nucleus have been neglected in this calculation. The inelastically 
0 0 . produced K 1

1 s are expected to populate the lower part of the K
1 

mo-

mentum spectrum. In order to discriminate against them;. a lower limit 

of 500 Mev I c. is applied to the experimental momentum distribution. The 

upper limit is set at 900 Mev I c. 
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11. Associated-production total cross sections 20 

for n- + p - A + K0 and n- + p - ~0 + K0 in 
the n- momentum range of this experiment. 

'• 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

A, - Scanning and Measurement _ 

The major pro blern in analyzing the 82,000 pictures is the 
0 + -separation of true K
1

--. TT + TT decays from the background of V -type 

events that superficially resemble K~ decays. V events consist of 

two tracks corning from a common origin or vertex. As we are inter

ested only in the s.ets of events that contain K~ decays, we need consider 

only those -V events with oppositely charged prongs. This type of event 

is easily identified because the two tracks bend in opposite directions 

under the action of the bubble chamber us magnetic field. Background 

-V' shave several sources, There are decays S11f.Ch as 

{ 

± + TT +e tv, 
0 ± + K2 --. TT _ + f.! - + v and A --. TT 

+ ·~ 0 TT tTT tTT 

tp, 

. high-energy neutron interactions in the propane, of which 

n+n--n+ptTT + and n + n -. n + n + TT + TT 

are examples, and el~ctron pair formation by high-energy '( rays, 

"Fake" V events,_ which could arise from a charged pion that. enters 

through the chamber's side and subsequently scatters, were effectively 

eliminated by 'shielding placed around the chamber, 

As many background events as· possible are rejected at the scan 

table. Below a momentum of 600 Mev/c, a proton can be visually dis~ 

tinguished from a ,;:+ on the basis of ionization or range, Above 600 Mev/ c, 

this means of separation is no longer reliable, Therefore all events 

in which the momentum of the positive track exceeds 600 Mev/ c _are 

systematically eliminated, The remainder are examined and retained 

if the positive prong has' an ionization that is too small for a proton; 

For momenta less than 600 Mev/c, not only does the proton record a 

darker track than the pion, but also it has a fair chance of stopping in· 
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the chamber .. That these stopping protons·do not decay, whereas a 

stopping n + leaves its characteristic n-1-1-e signature, further aids in 

the visual identification of events at the scan table. These momentum 

and ionizatio~ criteria on the positive track eliminate 15% of the Kf 
decays, but strongly discriminate against all background involving protons. 

From an original sample of approximately 5,000 V events, almost nine

tenths of them are eliminated by the above procedure. Positron-electron 

pairs from high-energy y rays are easily removed, either by their 

characteristic .zero degree opening angle, or frequently, in the way 

one of the lower-energy electrons spirals in upon itself. Events with 

a short track are excluded on the basis that they yield unreliable 

measurements of the momentum and therefore are of doubtful value for 

further analysis. 

The remaining 507 events consist of K~ and K~ decays and 

of two-pion production from high-energy neutron collisions in propane. 

Points along the two tracks of an event are measured in both stereo

scopic views and the resulting information is fedto an electronic digital 

computer. The computer is programmed to spatially reconstruct the 

event in the chamber and to calculate the momentum of each track from 

its curvature. In addition, an analysis of the errors is made for each 

event. Then, on the assumption that a neutral particle has decayed into 

two charged pions, a subsequent program calculates the momentum and 

direction of the assumed neutral particle as well as its kinetic energy 

release or Q value. The errors on these quantities are also worked 

out by the program. A few events with unduly large errors are omitted 

from further analysis. 

• 
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0 
Selection of Ki 1 s 

The Q-value distribution is shown in Fig. 12, . The presence of 

K~ 1 s is demonstrated by the large number of events a.round the K~ 
Q value of 218 Mev, The smooth curve is a phase-space.calculation 

of the K~ Q-value distribution, as it appears when both of the charged 

·.prongs are assumed to be pions in the laboratory frame of reference. 

In. the absence of direct experimental evidence, the branching ratios 
0 ~ 

.of the various K 2 decay modes are determined from the known branching 

ratios of analogous K+ decay modes along ,with the ~T = 1/2 rule for 

weak decays.
21

The bump near 50 Mev is due to thre.e-pion decay, which 

has a small kinetic energy release, hence low -Q values. Within 

statistical errors, K~ and K~ decays apparently provide an adequate 

explanation of Fig. 12. Since the region 170 ~ Q ~ 270 includes almost 
0 D 

all the K
1 

us and excludes almost all the K
2 

us, this becomes an ef-

fective experimental criterion for the selection of K~ 1 s, and will be so 

used in the remainder of the analysis, At this point we exblude a few 

more events that could not possibly be K~ 1 s regenerated in the plate. 

There are five cases in which the resultant neutral particle appears to 
± -

originate outside the plate. Three other events are K~ - TT + e + + v 

decays in which the electron is identified. Finally, eight events .come 

from origins in the bubble chamber and, therefore, are K~ 1 s _that .are 

inelastically regenerated in the propane. 

K~' s that are regenerated in the plate should exhibit an exponen

tial decay characteristic of the K~ lifetime, 'T 
1 

= 10 -lO _sec. With 

this in mind we, measure, in units of the K~ mean life A, the distance 

of each event from the plate. The .resulting T = d/A = d/ ~~2 c T ~ 
distribution for events that fit the criteria 170 ~ _Q "270 Mev and 

500 ~ PKo ~ 900 Mev/c is given in Fig .. 13. Notice that the experimental 

distribution compares favorably with the K~ exponential decay curve 

superimposed upon a uniform background. Thus, without drastically 

reducing the number of events, we can realize our desire to select a 
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Fig. 12. Q value distribution of 507 events selected 
for measurement. Notice the large peak near 
the K~ Q value of 218 Mev. The smooth 
curve 1s the expected K02 Q value distribution 
when both the charged prongs are assumed to be 
pions in the laboratory frame of reference. The 
curve is normalized to the 270 events in the region 
0 ~ Q ~ 170 Mev. · 
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T 

170~ Q~ 270 Mev 

500 ~ P ~ 900 Mev/c 

MU-23873 

Fig. 13. Lifetime distribution of 158 events with 
170 'Q < 270 Mev and 500 ~ P ~ 900 Mev/c. 
T is measured in units of A, the mean path 
for decay. The smooth curve is a decay ex
ponential superimposed upon a uniform back
ground which tails off near T = 6 because of 
the· finite length of the chamber. The curve is 
normalized to the total number of events. 
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0 
relatively pure sample of K

1 
events from the plate by imposing the 

criterion T ~ 2,0, The background, which may well be attributed to 

K~ decay and K~ regeneration in the propane, falls off near T = 6 

because of the bubble chamber 1 s finite length. 

Henceforth, the three independent criteria 170 ~ Q ~ 270 Mev, 

500 ~ PKo ~ 900 Mev/c, and T ~2.0 will be known as the Q,.P, and-T 

criteria. 

The Q distribution for the P and T criteria is shown in 

Fig. 14. Compared with Fig. 12, which is free from these conditions, 

Fig. 14 shows that the P and T criteria have severely discriminated 

against the background, especially at low Q values. At the same time 

they have somewhat reduced the number of events in the K~ peak. The 

PKo distribution for events that satisfy the Q and T criteria is 

shown in Fig. 15. The agreement with the computed curve is good, 

considering the inadequacy of our knowledge of the TT- -momentum 

distribution wich was used to compute it. If we break the experimental 

distribution 500 ~ PKo .:::S 900 Mev/c into three regions, 30.3% of the events 

are in the 565-Mev/c region, 43.4% are in the 670-Mev/c region, and 

26,3% are in the 775-Mev/c region. This experimental momentum 

distribution is used to derive the composite S curve {see Fig. 8), 

which will be used to determine the mass difference from the experimental 

angular distribution. When taken together, Figs, 13, 14, and 15 show 

that those events which satisfy two of the criteria usually satisfy the 

third one also. Such a pattern is not to be expected unless these events 

are primarily K~ 1 s from the plate. Therefore, we must conclude that 
0 

the 108 events which satisfy all three criteria are largely K
1 

1 s that 

have been regenerated in the plate. Furthermore, the background among 

th.ese events, although not negligible, is small. Looking again at Fig. 12, 

we are now assured that a majority of the events in the peak around the 

Q value of 2H~ Mev are K~ 1 s from the plate, as we originally expected. 

.. 
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500~ P ~ 900 Mev /c 
T ~ 2.0 

50 IOO· 150 200 250 

Q ( Mev} 
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MU-23874 

Fig. 14. Q value distribution for 149 events with 
T ~ 2.0 and 500 ~ P ~ 900 Mev/ c. 
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170.:::; Q ~ 270 Mev 

T ~ 2.0 

400 600 

P ( Mev /c ) 

1000 

MU-23875 

Fig. 15. K
0
1 momentum distribution for 134 events 

with "170 ~ Q ~ 270 Mev and T ~ 2.0. The 
curve shows the computed distribution. 
(See text.) 
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C. Angular Distribution 

A check on the alignment of the chamber 1 s axis with the direction 

of the incident neutral beam was made by using a sample of 400 fast 

( > 600-Mev/c) positive tracks from V events. This .sample, having 

been produ.ced by the neutral beam, should relfect its direction of 

incidence. The 400 events indicate that the chamber was slightly out 

of alignment by an amount ~a = ·~ 1.1 ± 0.6 deg in the vertical plane 
0 and . .6.!3 =- 1.4±0.7 deg in the horizontal plane. The K
1 

1 s from the 

plate, especially the events in the coherent peak, confirm this small 

misalignment, as shown by Figs. 16 and 17. Consequently, these 

angular corrections were applied to each event before the K~ angular 
.., 

distribution was plqtted. Another small correction, which depends 

upon the lateral and vertical displacement of each event and never 

exceeds 1. 2 de g, a a counts for the fact that the K~ 1 s are not all incident 

in a single direction rut can be incident in any of those directions that 

intercept the iron plate. 

Although these small angular corrections may seem to be un

necessary, they help sharpen the angular resolution. This, in turn, 

permits a clearer distinction between the scattered and unscattered 

events and ultimately makes possible a better determination of the mass 

difference. 

When the angular corrections are applied, events that satisfy 

the Q, P, and T criteria have the angular distribution plotted in Fig .. 18. 

Note the scale change at cos e = 0.950. The angular distribution shows 

a substantial peak:-irt the forward direction, thus giving strong support 

to the concept of a coherent peak. Plotted on an expanded scale (Fig. 19), 

the coherent peak shows structure suggestive of a Gaussian 
. 2 2 .· 2 3 

exp(-8 /2a ) with a ::::: 0.75X10- or a :::::2,2 deg. Clearly, a peak this 

narrow should not spill events- into the angular region below cos e = 0. 997' 

a condition which .must obtain if ratio S is. to be a valid method of de

termining the mass difference. 
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·D .. Results 

For the purpose of evaluating the mass difference, events with 

a cosine less than 0.970 are ignored because we suspect that they are 

primarily K~ decays and. inelastically regenerated K~ 1 s. Without 

making any, corrections for background, we have 

s = 41 ±J:rr = 0,872 ± 0.186, 
47 ±JLf? 

and referring to the composite momentum curve of Fig. 8, we have the 

mass difference o = 0.85~~:~~· The smooth curve of Fig. 18 is the ex

pected multiple scattering distribution for o = 0. 8, normalized to the 

4 7 events in the range 0. 970 ~cos 8 ~ 0. 997. 

One source of background V! s: comes from. high-energy neutron 

interactions in the propane, 

n+n -+n+n+ 1T+t1T 

In order to gain some insight into the relative importance of this reaction 

we study the analogous reaction 

n+p-n+pt1T + + 1T 

which is easily distinguished from V events by the extra proton. A 

scan of half of the film turned up 20 of these three-prong events. The Q

value distribution of the two lightly ionizing (pion) tracks is shown in. 

Fig, 20. As expected, low Q values predominate, since the reaction 

is only 80 Mev above the threshold for two-pion production. Even if the 

Q criterion is ignored, only five events survive the P criterion and 

none at .all survive both the P and T criteria. Thus we conclude that 

the background from neutron stars is negligible and does not affect the 

mas B.-difference value of this experiment, 
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170 ~ Q ~ 270 Mev 

500 ~ P ~ 900 Mev/c 

T ~ 2.0 

-20 

170 ~ Q ~ 270 Mev 

500 < P ~ 900 Mev/c 

-20 

0 
(3 ( deg ) 

0 
a ( deg ) 

10 20 

10 20 

MU-23876 

Figs .. 16 and 17. Plot of the angular distributions in 
the vertical (a} and horizontal (f3) planes for 
events that satisfy the Q, P, and T criteria. 
Events from the coherent peak (cos 8 > 0. 999) 
make up the shaded area . 
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170 ~ Q ~ 270 Mev 

500 ~ P .E; 900 Mev/c 

T ~ 2.0 

Cos 8 

10.0° 
I 

20 

15 

10 

MU-23877 

Fig. 18. Angular distribution of 108 events that satisfy 
the Q, P, and T criteria. Note the scale change 
at cos 8 = 0.950. The smooth curve is the 
computed angular distribution (see the section on 
Theory) for o = 0. 8. It is normalized to the 4 7 
events in the interval 0. 970 ~cos 8 { 0. 997. 
Notice the large coherent peak in the forward 
direction. 
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Multiple scattering 

I 
,996 .997 

Cos 8 
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.999 1.000 

MU-23878 

Fig. 19. The angular distribution, on an expanded 
scale, of 50 events near the forward direction, 
showing the structure of the coherent peak. 
For comparison, an exponential curve of width 
~cos(}= 0.75Xlo- 3 , which is normalized to 
the 21.6 events in the coherent peak, is added 
to the multiple-scattering curve. In terms of 
the angle (}, the exponential curve corresponds 
to a Gaussian of half-width a = 2.2 deg. This is 
taken to be the K~ angular resolution of this 
experiment. 
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20. Q distribution for three-prong events with 
one g~rk (proton) and two lightly ionizing (pion) 
tracks. Half of the film was scanned to obtain 
these 20 events. 
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On the other hand, we know from Fig. 13 that there is a background 
0 . 

of events which are not K
1 

1 s from the plate. We now proceed, as best 

we can, to subtract this background from the angular distribution .and 

thereby obtain a more reliable value of the mass difference. Figure. 21, 

which is the angular distribution of events with T > 2.0,. includes both 
-2 0 . 

the background and e of the K
1 

1 s regenerated in the plate. We can 

estimate the abundance of these long-lived plate-regenerated K~ 1 s 

from the T.:::; 2.0 events, since they represent a relatively clean sample 
0 

of K 1 
1 s from the plate. We can write 

.47 :±(.F 
1-e 

41 +J'IT 
-2 

1-e 

-2 
e = 7.36 ± L07, (for 0.970 ~cos () ~ 0.997), 

-2 
e = 6.42 ± 1.00 (for 0.997 ~cos () ~ 1.000). 

Thus the true background over the region T > 2.0 is (see Fig. 21): 

(22,±.{22) - (7.36 ± 1.07) = 14.64 ± 4.81 (for 0.970 ~cos () ~ 0.997), 

(13 ±.{TI)- (6.42 ± 1.00) = 6.58 ± 3.74 (for 0.997 ~cos()~ 1.000). 

As the ratio of K~ decay to K~ regeneration in the propane is unknown, 

we arbitrarily assume that it is unity. Although the K~ decay rate is 

constant with T, K~ regeneration in the propane has a probability for 

decay between T
1 

and T 2 of T
2

- T
1

- [exp T
1

] [1- exp(T 2-T
1

)] 

since both regeneration and decay must occur downstream from the plate. 

From Fig. 13 we see that the bubble chamber appears to be, <;>n the 

aver.age, 6 decay lengths long. Thus all the background for T > 2.0 

can be thought of as occurring in the region 2.0 ~ T ~ 6.0. It then 

follows that the ratio of background in the region T ~ 2.0 to that in 

2.0 ~ T ~ 6.0 is 

-2 
2-(1-e ) + 2 

-2 -4 
4-e (1-e )+4 
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Fig. 21. Angular distribution of 50 events fitting the Q 
and .P criteria but with T > 2.0. Note the absence 
of a forward peak comparable to the one of Fig. 18. 
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where the last term in both the numerator and denominator is from 
0 

K2 decay. -We finally obtain a corrected value of S, 

S = (41 ±JTl) - (0. 399) (6. 58 ± 3. 74)" . -- 0.932 ± 0.227. 
(4 7 ±,JT?) - (0. 399) (14.64 ± 4. 81) 

Again referring to the composite curve of Fig. 8, we find 

.s: - 0 79+0. 30 
u - ' -0.23 

- Should all the background arise from K~ decay, then we have 6 = 0. 77, 

while if it is entirely due to K~ regeneration in the propane, 6 = 0.8L 

All error's are statistical in nature. They are as signed in accordance 

with Poisson statistics and propagate as independent or uncorrelated 

observations. 

Up to this point, we have neglected any bearing which the 4-inch 

lead converter or the 1-1/2-inch steel pressure wall which surrounds 

the chamber may have had upon this experiment. Their primary effect 

is K~ absorption, which reduces the K~ yield but does not alter the 
0 0· 

K
1 

angular distribution. However, some K
2 

scattering also occurs, 

and this does affect the K? angular distribution::-- but, for several 
. 0 

reasons, not as much as one might expect .. First of all, those K 2 us 

scattered.from the 4-inch lead plate invariably miss the rather distant 

iron plate of the chamber. Secondly,. 93% of the K~' s that survive 

the pressure wall are unscattered. This is due in part to a 18-square

inch "thin window 11 in the wall. Of the 7% that are scattered, 5/7 of them 

are scattered into the angular region cos (} < 0. 997. Thus it is very' possi~ 

ble that one of the twenty- some events in the coherent peak (see Fig. 18) 

may have been scattered into the angular region 0. 970 ~cos (} -E 0. 997 . 

. In this case · S = 0. 984 ± 0. 238 and 6 is reduced from 0. 79~g: ~~ to 

0. 74~g: ~~ Our answer is 2.48 standard .deviations from 6 = 0 and 

2,00 standard .deviations from 6 = 2.0. 
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To the extent that the coherent peak can be distinguished from 

the scattered events, the ratio R (Eq. 21) provides an alternative method 

of analyzing the data. For example, if the 21.6 events above the multiple- • 

scattering curve in t'he region 0.997 ~cos 8 ~ LOOO of Fig .. 18 are at-

tributed to the coherent peak, then R:::: ~ = 0.245, and from Fig.6 o = 
0.82. This result is to be compared with o = 0.85, the value, uncor-

rected for background, obtained from the .S curve. As expected, the 

two results are in good agreement; however, the value of o obtained 

from the S curve is much more reliable in that the delicate operation 

of separating the coherent peak from the multiple-scattered events is 

unnecessary in this case. 
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DISCUSSION 

The angular distribution in Fig ... 18 is a very. convincing demonstra

tion of the K? coherent wave as described by Good. 
11 

As required by 

the concept of the coherent wave, a large peak occurs in the forward 

direction. Clearly, if a peak of comparable size fell at some other 

angle, a different explanation would be required. It is 'encouraging to 

note that a comparable ~eak does not occur in the background events 

(Fig .. 20) for T > 2, indicating that the coherent .events do originate in 

the plate. It is quite improbable that the forward peak is a statistical 

fluctuation .. There are 25 events with cos e > 0.999, whereas only eight 

are expected on the basis of multiple scattering alone.. The odds against 

seeing 25 or more events when only eight are expected is 8 X 10
5 

to 1. 

' Moreover, these are precisely the odds against a large mass diff~rence 

. (say, 6 > 10) for which the coherent peak vanishes. From a more 

practical point of view, the odds against a mass difference larger than 

6 = 1.6 are 600 to 1. On the other hand, we can not, with good confidence, 

exclude 6 = 0. Although the dependence of the ratios Rand S upon 6 

is primarily reflected through the function cj> (f, 6), these ratios also 

depend somewhat upon the optical-model parameters used in the theo

rectical computations. Although the dependence is negligible for large 

mass values (6 > 1.5), it can be increasingly important as the mass dif~ 

ference approaches zero. If, for some reason, the K
0 

and K 0 optical~ 
model potentials are considerably different from the K+ and K- potentials 

we have ~sed, then the ratios Rand S near 6 = 0 might show significant 

deviations from our calculated value. Therefore, even though we find a 

value of S which is 2. 48 standard deviations from 6 ,= 0, this possibility 

can still not be completely ruled out. For.the same reasons, our mass 

difference of 6 = 0.74 may be somewhat in error; however, the limit 

6 < 1.6 is still valid . 
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The interesting possibility that K~ ~electron scattering might 

also contribute to the K~ coherent peak has been discussed by 

Zel 1 dovich. 
22 

He proposes an internal-charge structure for the K0 

0 
and K that interacts with the electron. However, the effect is so 

small that it does .not affect our results. 

There are several other proposals for measuring the mass dif-
23 

ference. To date, the most fruitful of these is the one by Fry and 

Sachs, which is based upon an effect first noticed by R. Serber. 
24 

It 

is as follows. For a nonvanishing mass difference, the natural fre

quencies of the K~ and K~ parts (see Eq. l El_ of an initially pure K
0

. 

beam change their relative phase, and some K0 appears. The K0 : s 

are detected when they produce hyperons. Therefore, the rate of hyperon 

production from an initially pure K
0 

beam gives a measure of the mass 

difference. Compared with the method that we have used, this method 
. . 0 

gives a more direct measurement of the mass 'difference in that the K 

and K
0 

nuclear cross sections need not be known. 

Boldt, Caldwell, and Pal performed the first experiment based 

on this method. 
25 

It was' carried out in a multiplate cloud chamber and 

although a low value of the mass difference in the neighborhood of o = l 

was favored, much larger values could not be excluded. Recently, 

another experiment along these lines, this time using a propane bubble 

chamber, was reported at the Rochester Conference by Camerini et al. 
26 

They quote a preliminary result of o = 1.5 ± 0.5, which is to be compared 

with our result of o == 0. 74:g:::. Within statistical errors, the measure~ 
ments are in agreement, but a value of o = 1.5 is a little larger than our 

data would indicate. Notice that these several experiments measure only 

the magnitude of the mass difference, not its sign. Although experiments 

have been designed to determine the sign of the mass difference, 
2
_
7 

invariably they are extremely difficult from an experimental point of 

view and have not yet been attempted. 
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Finally, as pointed out by Okun 1 and Pontecorvo; 
28 

a mass 

difference of the order of 6 = 1 is strong evidence against AS = 2 

strangeness -changing transitions strong enough to compete with the 

known AS.= 1 transitions. Thus, the present picture of the weak decay 

~ of strange particles is adequately described by AS = 1 transitions. 
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APPENDIX 

The arguments presented here closely parallel those of Cell

Mann and Pais. 
2 

These arguments have been altered 'only slightly in 

order to fit the assumption of CP invariance instead of C invariance 

alone. We will see that the neutral K-meson complex has two useful 

descriptions: one applies for the strong interactions, the other for 

the weak interactions, In strong interactions, strangeness is conserved 

and. the physically meaningful states are K0 and K0 , the eigenstates 

. of the strangeness operator. It is true that C (charge conjugation) and 

P (space inversion) are also conserved by the strong interactions and, 

. therefore, so is CP, However, K0 and K0 are not eigenstates of 

CP because C changes K0 into K 0 , and vice .versa, Because the 

K
0 

and its antiparticle, K0 , are distinct (they have opposite strangeness), 

they are described by a nonhermitian field, (}, which annihilates particles 

(K0 ) and creates antiparticles (K0 )., For the weak interactions, the 

situation is changed, Strangeness is not conserved but, according to 

our assumption, CP is., Because at least some of the final states in 

neutral K-meson decay are eigenstates of CP, it is therefore useful to 

describe the neutral K system in terms of eigenstates of CP, Clearly, 

the one obstacle (strangeness conservation) to forming such physically 

meaningful eigenstates does not apply, However, before we set up the 

eigenstates of CP, let us note how C and-P operate on e. Since C 

changes particle into antiparticle, and vice versa, we can write 

-1 t e:ec = 11ce , 

where e t creates a KO or annihilates a ~. and 'llc is an unknown 

phase factor, Another application of charge conjugation brings us back 

to the original state 

cetc- 1 = 11 '~ e, 

with * 2 llc 11c "" ~ 'llc I = 1, since C is unitary. 



Space inversion yields 

-1 
P8P = TJ 8, p 

where TJp defines the intrinsic parity of the neutral K meson, and is 

defined with respect to the intrinsic parities of the nucleon and A, which 

are assigned arbitrarily. 

If we now define the states 

1 -1 -1 
8 1 = (8 + cP 8 P _ c ) = 

J2 
(lA) 

and 

(2A) 

then they are eigenstates of CP bec'ause 

and 

>:C 
where TJ = TJp TJc, so that TJTJ = 1. 

that 8 
2 

has odd parity under CP. 

write 

and 

= 1 ( TJ 8 t + TJTJ * 8) = 81, 
y 2 

We say that 8
1 

has even parity and 

From Eqs. (1A) and (2A) we can also 

(3A) 

(4A) 



The same relations hold for the one~particle states 

One eas,ily recognized decay mode of the neutral K 1 s is + -
TT + TT , 

. This two-pion final state is an eigenstate of CP with even parity .. That 

this is so may be seen by thinking of. the operation CP as · P first, 

which interchanges the positions of the· TT + and rr-; followed by C, which 

again interchanges them-this time back to their original positions. 

Other possible decay states such as (rr + + TT- +: rr0 )
5

, where the subscript 

S _indicates an·· S state (the K
0 

has zero spin), are odd under CP 

because of the odd intrinsic parity of the extra pion .. Thus, conservation 

of CP in the weak interactions leads us to observe that only the K-~ 
can decay into .rr+ + rr-, and onlythe K~ can decay into (TT+ + rr- + TT-0)

5
. 

Therefore, s.ince the K~ and K~ have at least some mutually exclusive 

final states,. we may well expect them to have different lifetimes .. The 

same line of reasoning about possible K~ and Kf virtual intermediate 
0 0 states shows that the K
1 

and K 2 can also be expected to have slightly 

different masses. 

Although this theory by Gell-Mann and Pais has some otherwise 

unexpected experimental consequences, it should not appear too mysterious. 

Clearly,. the neutral K system has two degrees of freedom. For the 

strangeness-conserving strong interactions we use the strangness 

eigenstate~ ,K0 
and K0 , whereas for the CP-conserving weak interactions 

we use the CP eigenstates, K~ and K~. The problem is similar to a 

spin-1/2 state that can be alternately described in terms of up~down or 

right-left states. 
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Finally, let us note .that Eqs. (SA) differ by a factor of TJ from 

Eqso (la) and (1 b) used in the text. However, the phase term TJ has no 

experimental consequences, and is therefore set equal to unity. For 

example, in this experiment f
21

( 8) and f 22 (8) are unchanged. The 

scattered K~ wave is 

y 1
2 

(f:(8_) r KO > ~ TJ f(8l( KO >) = ~ (f(8) - f(8)) ( i<~ > t ~(f:(8_)+f(8):} /!{). 

so that we still have f 21 (8} = 1/2 (f(8)- f(8)} and f 22 (8) = 1/2 (f(8}tf(8}} 

~ ... / 
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